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Post-main Sequence Evolution

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:HR-diag-no-text-2.svg

Hypergiantsluminosity class 0; excessive mass lossSupergiantsIa luminous supergiants; Ib supergiants; Ia+ = 0 Subgiantsluminous class IV; between MS turn-off and the red giant branchDwarfsluminosity class V = MS stars Subdwarfs (sd) luminosity class VI, 1.5 to 2 mag lower than MS; lower metallicity 2
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Sarajedini et al 1999

NGC 2204, 1.9 Gyr

NGC 6819, 2.6 Gyr

NGC 188, 6.0 Gyr

Be 39, 7.5 Gyr

NGC 6791, 9.5 Gyr

Data points are for 
M67; age 6.0 Gyr

Mass Loss during Stellar Evolution
• Stars lose mass at all evolutionary stages.
• Pre-main sequence: protostellar (bipolar) outflowsYSO jets, (star/disk) winds
• Main sequence: solar wind ℳ = 10  ⊙ yrFor ≈ 10 yr , ≈ 10 ⊙Some stars, e.g., WR stars  ℳ = 10  ⊙ yr
• Post-main sequence: ↑ ⟶ ↓, and ↑ ⟹  ℳ  ↑
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Schulz
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• For a stationary, isotropic wind, the mass loss rateℳ = 4  =  4   
• ↑, at → ∞, ≡ ( → ∞) terminal velocityOften ≈ + −  1 − ∗ , where = ( ∗) at photosphere
• ≤ 1, → gradually    ≥ 1, → slowly       
• For hot stars, ≈ 0.8.  Cool stars experience slower acceleration, so have larger .

: velocity law
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ℳ =  4   
= − 1 dd − = dd = dd drd = dd

Massive stars  radiation pressure  outer atmosphere 
expands supersonically  winds driven by spectral-line 
opacity in UV. 

momentum conservation

mass conservation

Unsöld

Mass loss (Reimers 1975) ≈ 4 × 10  ☉⁄( ☉) ⁄ ( ☉)⁄  [M☉ yr ]
= ⁄Sun now ≈ 2 × 10  M☉ yrCool supergiant ≈ 10 to 10  M☉ yr
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Lamers and Cassinelli, Introduction to Stellar Winds, Cambridge, 1999

P Cygni profile of a spectral line
--- a blue-shifted absorption 
superimposed on an emission line 
 mass loss (cool gas toward us)
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P Cygni stars 

• Higher mass-loss rate, >  10  M☉ yr
• Lower terminal velocity, < 10 .  km s
• Higher wind density, > 10  cm at 2 ∗
than normal stars (Lamers 1986).

Effects of metallicity

Demarque & Geisler (1963)

RGB for a Pop II 1.2 M☉ star

Y = 0 Z = 0.001
12
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Next Tuesday (May 30) is a holiday, again.A make-up class on June 5 (Monday) at 3 pm? June 7 (Wednesday) at 3 pm?

Stellar Pulsation
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red giants

asymptotic 
giants

subgiants

horizontal 
branch

RR Lyrae  
stars

main 
sequence

blue 
stragglers

turnoff 
point
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subgiant#/media/File:M5_colour_magnitude_diagram.png 17

 Time to transmit a perturbation of pressure changes 
across the star                     

where

γ = cP/cV = 5/3 for monatomic gas.

 Virial theorem, 2K + Ω = 0, ∴

Stellar Variability

cf. free-fall time 
18
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Approximate Relation between Stellar Density, Pulsation 
and Minimum Rotational Period

Star Density
g cm－3

tvib

sec
trot, min

sec

Neutron star 1015 10－4 3 x 10－4

White Dwarf 107 1 3

RR Lyrae star 10－2 104.5 105

Cepheid Variable 10－6 106.5 107

t (Crab Nebula) ~ 33 ms  cannot be a white dwarf

 Rotational Variation --- sub-seconds .. weeks
 Pulsational Variation --- hours .. weeks
 Orbital (Eclipsing Binaries) --- hours .. days

Normally T ↗  κ ↘Recall Kramers opacity 
20
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But if there is an ionization layer, e.g., He+ He++T ↗ κ ↗ energy trapped 
 expansionEnergy escaped 
Contraction
 pulsation
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Instability “strip”

There is a certain surface temperature range for stellar pulsation …
22
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Bradt “Astrophycs
Processes”
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Kippenhahn & Weigert

Convection  chemical mixingMuch more efficient than the slow change of chemical composition produced by nuclear reaction.In a convection region,   = 0
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The Dredge-ups  

When H shell burning begins, the He core contracts and heats 
up, making the shell burn furiously.  The input of energy 
forces the envelope to expand and the star moves up the "red 
giant branch" (RGB).  But the furiously burning shell runs on 
the CNO cycle and now the envelope becomes convective because 
of the low temperature, high opacity, and high temperature 
gradient, and processed material from the core mixes for the 
first time with the envelope.  We call this the first dredge-up
which should be visible in the spectrum of the photosphere as 
an increase in N at the expense of C and O.
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For stars more than half a solar mass, the (gravitationally) 
contracting and heating He core will reach ignition temperature 
for triple alpha, and the star will (after a possibly traumatic 
He-flash start) begin life on the "helium burning main 
sequence".  When the He is exhausted in the core (the H-burning 
shell never provides enough He to keep the core going very long) 
the He begins shell burning, and now the star rapidly moves up 
the AGB, the Asymptotic Giant Branch.  Now begins a second 
dredge-up where for the first time new elements (C N and O) 
appear in the star's photosphere.  The triple alpha shell is 
really unstable and generates thermal pulses rather than a 
clean burn. The C core is nearly degenerate at the C-He 
boundary.  The boundary shrinks, heats up, triple alpha starts, 
pulses, and the explosion may shut 
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itself down. The pulse is quite muffled by the outer layers 
of the star. But during a pulse the process can actually 
initiate more complicated fusion processes including 
neutron generation which can synthesize heavier elements.  
So for the first time new elements can be dredged up during 
the AGB phase of stellar evolution.  Now these giant stars 
all have associated strong stellar winds and so can 
contribute to the chemical evolution of the cosmos.
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But why wait for a dredge-up?  Really massive O stars 
evolve in a really short time and lose their outer 
layers due to strong stellar winds really fast.  There 
is a class of stars, the Wolf-Rayet or WR stars whose 
spectra are helium-rich and hydrogen-deficient which 
are thought to have lost their outer layers revealing 
directly the by-products of the CNO cycle (original 
CNO recycled to mostly N -- WN stars) or even the 
triple alpha (first production of new elements, mainly 
C -- WC stars).  Almost all WR stars are binary stars 
which may help the envelope stripping process.
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http://www.univie.ac.at/agb/agbdetail.html 33

Electron Degeneracy

34
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Fermi-Dirac distribution for non-interacting, indistinguishable particles obeying Pauli exclusion principle; applicable to half-integer spin in TE.  Examples of fermions include the electron, proton, neutrons, 3He (2 e−, 2 p+, 1 n0)Bose-Einstein distribution for particles not limited to single occupancy of the same energy state. i.e., that do not obey Pauli exclusion principle; with integer values of spin.  Example bosons include 4He, the Higgs boson, gauge boson, graviton, meson.
35

A Fermi gas is called degenerate if the temperature is low in comparison with the Fermi temperature/energy.
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Chemical Potential (μ)
• Temperature governs the flow of energy between two systems.
• Chemical potential governs the flow of particles; from higher chemical potential to the lower
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The helium flash occurs for ≈ 1 ☉

If ℳ ≤ 0.5 ℳ⊙  → core never hot enoughIf ℳ ≥ 2.25 ℳ⊙  → core too hot, He ignited before a degenerate core develops
 Only ℳ ≈  0.5 − 2.25 ℳ⊙ stars experience the He flash.
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After the helium flash
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Core He burning is much shorter than the MS phase of core H burning, because He is short in abundance, not as efficient in energy supply (1/10 per mass), and the stellar luminosity is  higher.
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HB: L~50-100 L⊙, τ ~108 yrs
 similar 
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Evolution of the Sun in the HRD
48

 MS (core H burning)
 Subgiant branch (shell H burning)
 Red giant branch (shell H burning)
 Red giant (core He flash)
 Horizontal branch (core He burning)
 Asymptotic giant branch (shell He burning)
 Red supergiant
 Protoplanetarynebula
 Planetary nebula
 White/black dwarf
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http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~kstanek/CfA/RedClump/

The red clump = HB (core He burning) of metal-rich stars 
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LRC independent of composition or age  standard candles
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Shell burning pushes the core and envelope  Lr (r > 0.2) ↓
④
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After ⑤

At the center, N14(α,γ)F18(β+,ν)O18
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Between points ⑦ and ⑧

Lr ↑ in contracting envelope
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Point 11 Two shells at Mr=0.07 (He) and 0.22 (H)
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80% of all

16%

DQ (C dominated)
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• Origins of DA and non-DA uncertain: (1) exact phase when the last thermal pulse takes place after the AGB phase, or (2) convective mixing, radiative levitation, or diffusion.
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< 0.7 M☉< 0.16 M☉ no RGB< 0.5 M☉ τMS > τUniverse< 0.5~0.7 M☉ no core He burning
Very low-mass stars are completely convective 
more H to burn  τMS lengthened

67

A 1 M☉ main sequence star
• τMS ~10 yrs
• τRGB ~ 10 yrs
• τHB ~ 10 yrs
• τAGB ~ 2 × 10 yrs
• τPS ~ 5 × 10 yrsA remnant of a 0.6 WD 
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< 25 M☉Mass loss rate low=  − 25 M☉O type star  red supergiant   supernova< O type star  red supergiant   Cepheid
 red supergiant  supernova

69

= 25 − 60 M☉Mass loss not sufficient to remove the entire envelope =  − 60 M☉O type star  blue super giant  yellow supergiant 
 red supergiant  
 blue supergiant WN  supernova=  − 40 M☉O type star  blue super giant  yellow supergiant 
 red supergiant  
 supernova
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> 60 M☉Mass loss fierce ≈ 10  M☉ yr , rid of almost entire envelope during the LBV stage, left with a WR star, evolving toward a SN.O type star  Of star  blue super giant 
 luminous blue variable WN star 
WC star  supernova

71

Read the first 4 paragraphs of this paper. 72
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Stellar Rotation
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Bodenheimer (1971) ApJ, 167, 153

Rotation law: angular momentum distribution as a function of, , the mass fraction interior to the cylinder of radius about the rotation axis.

: solid body rotation

Rotation  star cooler and fainter
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Prialnik

Test of Stellar Evolution by Star Clusters

81
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The birthrate function , is the number of stars per unit volume, with masses between and + that are formed out of ISM during time interval t and t + dt.,   = ( )   , where ψ(t) is the star formation rate (SFR), and ξ(M) is the initial mass function (IMF). For the Galactic disk, SFR is 5.0 ± 0.5 ☉pc  Gyrintegrated over the z direction.IMF: many more low-mass stars than higher mass stars as a result of cloud fragmentation?

Initial Mass Function

83

The IMF specifies the fractional distribution in mass of a newly formed stellar system.  It is often assumed to have a simple power law  ξ (M) = c M－α = c ( )In general, ξ (M) extends from a lower to an upper cutoff, e.g., from 0.1 to 125 solar masses.   Commonly used IMFs are those of Salpeter (1955), Scalo (1986), and Miller and Scalo (1979).  

http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/hyperz/hyperz_manual1/node7.html
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• Edwin Salpeter (1955) on solar-neighborhood stars (ApJ, 121, 161)Present-day LF mass-luminosity relation  present-day mass function  stellar evolution  initial mass functionα=2.35 or Γ = 1.35
• Glenn E. Miller and John M. Scalo extended work below 1 M⊙(1979, ApJS, 41, 513)     α ≈ 0  for M < 1 M⊙
• Pavel Kroupa (2002, Sci, 295, 82)α = 2.3 for M > 0.5 M⊙α = 1.3 for 0.08 M⊙ < M <  0.5 M⊙α = 0.3 for M <  0.08 M⊙
• A universal IMF among stellar systems (SFRs, star clusters, galaxies) (Bastian et al. 2010, ARAA). But why?
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Figure 1. Initial mass function for field stars in the solar neighborhood taken from a variety of recent studies. These results have been normalized at 1 M⊙. For both the MS79 and Scalo 86 IMFs we have adopted 15 Gyr as the age of the Milky Way. Current work suggests that the upper end of the IMF (> 5M⊙) is best represented by a power–law similar to Salpeter (1955) while the low mass end (< 1M⊙) is flatter (Kroupa, Tout, and Gilmore 1993). The shape of the IMF from 1–5 M⊙ is highly uncertain.  From Meyer et al. (2000) Protostars & Planets IV 87

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~jmc/papers/onc/gif/figure1.gif

Orion Nebula Cluster

88
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Hillenbrand 1997, AJ, 113, 1733 89

Jeffries 2012
90
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Andre et al. (2000) Protostars & Planets IV

Stellar Initial Mass Function and Dense Core Mass Function
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Formation of Massive Stars
 Competitive accretion (of cloud cores)

… low-mass protostars competing with each other, and accrete matter from the parent molecular cloud 
 Coalescence of two or more stars with lower masses
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